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The Clausal Theory of TypesCambridge University Press, 2009

	This book presents the theoretical foundation of a higher-order logic programming language with equality, based on the clausal theory of types. A long-sought goal of logic programming, the clausal theory of types is a logic programming language that allows functional computation as a primitive operation while having rigorous, sound, and...
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Computer Graphics Using Java 2D and 3DPrentice Hall, 2006
 This Java handbook makes a practical tutorial on Java 2D and Java 3D for computer professionals. It contains in-depth coverage of basic computer graphics concepts and techniques, and introduces advanced graphic features to an audience mostly trained in the Java language.  Chapter topics include mathematical background for computer graphics,...
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Weird Worlds: Bizarre Bodies of the Solar System and Beyond (Astronomers' Universe)Springer, 2013

	“Weird Worlds” is the third book in David Seargent’s “Weird” series. This book assumes a basic level of astronomical understanding and concentrates on the “odd and interesting” aspects of planetary bodies, including asteroids and moons. From our viewpoint here on Earth, this work features the most...
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Under Representation: The Racial Regime of AestheticsFordham University Press, 2018

	
		Under Representation shows how the founding texts of aesthetic philosophy ground the racial order of the modern world in our concepts of universality, freedom, and humanity. In taking on the relation of aesthetics to race, Lloyd challenges the absence of sustained thought about race in postcolonial studies, as well as the lack...
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Machines That Become Us: The Social Context of Personal Communication TechnologyTransaction Publishers, 2003
The quaint Midwestern town I grew up in seemed to have been plunked down, whole and immutable, in the middle of a vast farmland quilt. From its compact downtown, a vista of unbroken cornfields stretched in every direction, sealed hermetically at the distant horizon by a brilliant azure bowl of a sky. Throughout the summer, the prairie winds hissed...
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JavaScript EnlightenmentO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you’re an advanced beginner or intermediate JavaScript developer, JavaScript Enlightenment will solidify your understanding of the language—especially if you use a JavaScript library. In this concise book, JavaScript expert Cody Lindley (jQuery Cookbook) provides an accurate view of the language by examining its...
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Introduction to Statistics Through Resampling Methods and Microsoft Office ExcelJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
INTENDED FOR CLASS USE OR SELF-STUDY, this text aspires to introduce statistical
methodology to a wide audience, simply and intuitively, through
resampling from the data at hand.

The resampling methods—permutations and the bootstrap—are easy to
learn and easy to apply. They require no mathematics beyond...
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Cutting-Edge Java Game Programming: Everything You Need to Create Interactive Internet Games with JavaCoriolis Group Books, 1996
Teaches you how to write incredible multiuser games for the Internet using the Java programming language. Lists the best Internet resources for game players and programmers. Includes arcade-style game creation tips: game loops, sprites, collision detection, and realistic movement. Details over 10,000 lines of highly optimized, reusable code....
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Clojure Cookbook: Recipes for Functional ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2014

	
		With more than 150 detailed recipes, this cookbook shows experienced Clojure developers how to solve a variety of programming tasks with this JVM language. The solutions cover everything from building dynamic websites and working with databases to network communication, cloud computing, and advanced testing strategies. And more than...
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C++/CLI Primer: For .NET DevelopmentApress, 2016

	
		Enter a world of hardcore back-end, server-side enterprise programming on the .NET platform. This book presents some of the important aspects of the C++/CLI language that often become a barrier preventing programmers from exploring further. The C++/CLI Primer is a powerful but compact book that will guide you through that...
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Wireless Game Development in Java with MIDP 2.0Wordware Publishing, 2004
Designed for programmers who want to capitalize on the growing mobile game market, this guide illustrates the programming and development of games for wireless phones using J2ME and MIDP 2.0.

By the time this book is on store shelves, wireless gaming will be in full swing. What started as a few primitive blocks chasing...
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